Caste line lands sociologist in soup, makes Maya mad

IT Correspondents

NEW DELHI: Development and author Anirudh Saxena on Saturday entered a heated row by saying "those from the OBC and SC are not least equal." An angry reaction poured in,
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Young ads to sell luxury to old

VICTORIOUS AZERBAIJAN

World Cup: Azerbaijan declared themselves finished after 4-0 win over Angola.

World Cup: Safet Susic's men stunned by 4-0 win.

MEN'S SINGLES FINAL TODAY

Victoria Azarenka vs Andy Murray

Azarenka will keep her No 1 spot. Murray is out of the World No 1 race.

Shiv Nadar School Education for Life

Admissions Open

School Locations

Gurgaon : Sector 44, Phone: 011-22440000, Fax: 011-22440440, Mobile: 9811090909, 9811090999

Jaipur : Phone: 0141-2240909, 9414076767

The committee was formed by the Supreme Court’s mediation cell, was app

**Women and students participating in a ‘serenade parade’ from Mandi House to Jantar Mantar in New Delhi on Saturday.**

**NOIDA TO DELHI NOW TOLL-FREE**

India weather report

Hottest in India

BHIRA 36°C

NEW DELHI:

**In 2010, the economic tide of two Indian states could not be reversed. The Trinamool Congress managed to implement just one investment proposal out of 3,000; whereas the Mamata Banerjee-led West Bengal could implement new investment proposals of just 100 out of 1,000.**

NOIDA:

**A cold, winter day in New Delhi with bare trees.**

**Shiv Nadar School Education for Life**
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**MEANS TESTED GRANTS AVAILABLE**

**At the Shiv Nadar School, the admission norms are stringent.**

**Teachers play a vital role in every child's life. That is why we follow a rigorous process of selection and development for our teachers. Our team is diverse but united in our commitment to excellence.**
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**Victoria Azarenka beats Murray to win her first US Open title.**
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"In a fact that most of the corrupt came from OBCs and scheduled castes and now, increasingly, from the scheduled tribes."
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